Introduction. Auslander and Goldman [4] have studied maximal orders over discrete valuation rings. In this paper, relying heavily on their results, we investigate maximal orders over regular local rings of dimension two. The two theories are rather different. We begin §5 by listing three theorems from [4] . Then we prove a partial generalization of two of them in dimension two (Theorem 5.4) and exhibit two examples which show that the remaining statements do not generalize.
We recall some definitions from [3] . If E is an Z¿-module and x e m, x is regular on E if the homothety E±+ £ is a monomorphism. A sequence xlt..., xk of elements of m is an E-sequence (or regular E-sequence) if xx is regular on E and for \<i^k, x¡ is regular on E¡(xu..., Xj-^ZJ and Zs/(xi,..., xfc)Zs^0. (When E is finitely generated, this last condition is ensured by Nakayama's Lemma.) We denote by codimB E the least upper bound of lengths of Zs-sequences. Since R is noetherian, codimB E is always finite. Lemma 1.7 . A finitely generated A-module B contains a simple A-submodule T if and only z/codimB Z?=0.
Proof. (=>) Suppose T<=B, T a simple A-module. mT%T by Nakayama's Lemma, so mT=0. Thus codimB B = 0.
(<=) Assume codimBZ?=0. Then we have a monomorphism R[m^-B. Let C={beB | mb = 0} = UomR(Rlm, ß) = HomA (A//m A, B). C is a nonzero Asubmodule of B and mC=0. Thus C is a finite-dimensional vector space over the field R\m and therefore satisfies the descending chain condition on /¿/w-submodules. But since every A-submodule of C is also an /¿/m-submodule, any descending chain of A-submodules of C is finite. Therefore C contains some simple A-submodule T and we are done. Proof. By Theorem 1.12 fin gl dim A = codimB A, and fin gl dim Z¿=codimB Z¿.
Since A is Z¿-free codimB A=codimB R and we get the desired result.
2. Injective dimension. Let x em, and for any Z¿-module A, Ä-AjxA. M is a finitely generated left A-module. We assume that x is regular on A and on M. Proof. Applying ExtA (M, -) to the exact sequence 0-»c^Uc->C->0, we get the exact sequence Assume that ExtA-dim M^k, where 0^&<oo. Then for all f^l, Ext|+i(M, A) = 0. By Lemma 2.1 ExtA+i (M, A) = 0. Hence from the exact sequence 0-*A^->A->A-*0 we get the exactness of
Nakayama's Lemma implies that ExtA+i (M, A)=0. Since this is true for all /^ 1, ExtA-dim M^k<co and we are done.
The next lemma, whose proof we omit, is due to Maths [10] .
Lemma 2.5. Let B be any left A-module. Suppose k>0 and for all left ideals I in A, ExtA (A//, F)=0. Then inj dimA B<k.
As an immediate consequence: Corollary 2.6. (a) l.inj dimA A=sup {ExtA-dim A//1 la left ideal}. (b) //l.inj dimA A = i>0, then t -1 + sup {ExtA -dim I\ I a left ideal}.
Lemma 2.5 says that inj dimA B depends only on the vanishing of ExtA (-, B) on cyclic left A-modules. However, if B is finitely generated, we may restrict our attention to simple left modules.
Proposition 2.7 (Auslander). Let B be any nonzero, finitely generated left A-module.
(a) Suppose k>0 and for all simple left A-modules S and for allj^ k, ExtA (S, B) =0. Then inj dimA B<k. Since Exti (A/7, Zi)#0 and is finitely generated over R because B is finitely generated over A, ExtA+1 (A/(7, Ay), 5)^0, by Nakayama's Lemma. But (7, Ay)^J and/+1 >k, so again we have a contradiction. Thus inj dimA B<k. Lemma 2.9. Suppose E is a finitely generated left A-module and pdAE=q<oo.
Then ExtA-dim Zs=pdA E.
Proof. Clearly ExtA-dim E^q.
is exact. Proposition 2.14. Suppose A is quasi-local and l.inj dimA A = /<oo. If E is any nonzero finitely generated left A-module then ExtA -dim F 2:0 and ExtA -dim F + codimB E=t.
Proof. Let codimB E=d, and let xu ..., xd be a maximal regular F-sequence. Denote F/(Xi,..., xd)E by F'. Then ExtA-dim E+d=E\tA -dim E'St. Since codimB F'=0, E' contains a simple left A-module S. By Corollary 2.8 there exists a simple left A-module S' with ExtA -dim 5" =/. But since A is quasi-local, S" and S are isomorphic, so that ExtA-dim S=t. From the exact sequence
0-^S-+E'-+E'IS^0
we obtain the exact sequence
ExtA (F, 5)^0, and ExtA+1 (E'/S, A)=0 since l.inj dimA A = i. Thus ExtA (F'; A) 5¿0. Hence ExtA-dim E' = t, and so ExtA-dim E+d=t.
This implies that ExtA-dim FäO since d<oo. Proof. The first statement follows from Proposition 2.14 by setting Zs = A. The second comes from Theorem 1.12 and Corollary 2.11.
We come now to the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 2.16. Let (R, m) be a regular local ring of dimension n. Suppose A=>Z¿ and A is quasi-local. If l.inj dimA A = r<oo then t=n and A is R-free.
Proof. By induction on t. If t=0, then since A is left and right noetherian A satisfies the minimum condition on left ideals and on right ideals, by [9, Theorem 18] . Therefore Rad A is nilpotent. Since mcRad A and R is a domain, m = (0).
Thus R is a field. Hence « = 0 and A is Z¿-free. Now suppose i>0 and assume the theorem is true for t-1. CodimB A = ?_l by Corollary 2.15. Therefore m $ AssB (A) and it is well known that in fact there must be a y em -in2 which is regular on A. Hence l.inj dimA/I/A A/yA = t-l. Since y em -m2, RjyR is regular local of dimension n -1. Since R is an integrally closed domain, A=>Z¿, and A is finitely generated over R, it follows that yA n R =yR. Hence R/yR^A/yA. Finally, yemcRad A and A is quasi-local, so that A/yA is quasi-local. Applying the induction hypothesis we get « -1 =i-1 and A/yA is R/y R-free. Therefore n = t and A is Z¿-free. If gl dim A<oo, then gl dim A = fin gl dim A = inj dimA A. Thus we have Corollary 2.17. Let R be regular local of dimension n. Suppose A is quasilocal and A=> R. If gl dim A<oo, then gl dim A = n and A is R-free.
3. The non-quasi-local case. We have seen (Theorem 2.16) that if R is regular local, A=>Z¿and A is quasi-local, and l.inj dimA A <oo, then l.inj dimA A=gl dim R.
This statement is false if we remove the restriction that A be quasi-local. For let R be a field and let A be the ring of 2 x 2 lower triangular matrices. It is well known that gl dim A = 1. Consequently, l.inj dimA A = 1. On the other hand gl dim Z¿ = 0. Note that A is not quasi-local since A/N~R © Z¿ (ring direct sum).
Notice also that in this example fin gl dim A = 1 so that fin gl dim A > codimB A = 0. So the condition that A be quasi-local is also necessary in Theorem 1.12.
In this section we shall see what can be salvaged when we drop the assumption that A is quasi-local. Notation. If S is a multiplicative subset of R (i.e., SS^S, 1 e S, and 0 £ S) and E is an Z¿-module, we will write Es for E ®B Rs. If S = R-p, p e Spec R, we will write Ep instead of ZiB_p.
Proposition 3.1. Let S be a multiplicative subset of R such that every s e S is regular on A (i.e., the natural map A -> As is a mononorphism) and m n Si= 0. Suppose l.inj dimA A = r<oo. Then l.inj dimAs As< l.inj dimA A.
Proof. We first show that l.inj dimAs AsSt. If A is any cyclic left As-module, A~BS for some cyclic left A-module B. Since Rs is Z¿-flat, ExtAs (Bs, As)x . Thus ExtAs (A, As) = 0 for all q> t and all cyclic left As-modules A. Hence l.inj dimAs As-¿t by Lemma 2.5. Now suppose l.inj dimAs As = t. Then by Corollary 2.6 there is a left ideal J in As with ExtAs-dim As/J= t. Let /=/ n A. /is a left ideal in A and /S=F Therefore i^ExtA-dim A//äExtAs-dim (A/I)s=t. So ExtA-dim A¡I=t. Hence codimB A// = 0 (Corollary 2.13) and some AssB (A//). Since J n A=/, 0 -* A//-> (A//)s is exact. 0 -»■ F/w -> A// is also exact and we get a commutative diagram :
Since mr\S^0, ms -Rs, so (F//w)s=0. The commutativity of the diagram says that the map F/w -* (A//)s is both a monomorphism and the zero map, which is absurd. Therefore l.inj dimAs As < l.inj dimA A. Corollary 3.2. Suppose R has Krull dimension n and A is torsion-free over R.
Then l.inj dimA A 2: n.
Proof. By induction on n. There is nothing to prove when w=0, so assume that n > 0 and the result is true for n -1. There is a p e Spec F such that Krull dim Fp = n -1. AP is torsion-free over Fp so by the induction hypothesis l.inj dimAp Ap n-l.p^m, so m C\ R-pi= 0. By the preceding proposition, l.inj dimA A,, < l.inj dimA A.
Therefore l.inj dimA A^n. Corollary 3.3. Let R be regular local of dimension n and assume that A is torsion-free over R. Let p e Spec F. Suppose l.inj dimA A=n.
Proof. By induction on n. The case n=0 is trivial so assume n>0 and the result is true for n -1. If p = m there is nothing to prove, so assume that p ^ m. There exists an & e Spec F such that p^^^m with no prime of F properly between ¿F and in. Thus gl dim R&=Krull dim R&=n-1. By Proposition 3.1 l.inj dimAár A^r < l.inj dimA A = n.
Thus l.inj dimA5t. A^gn-1. By Corollary 3.2 l.inj dirn^ A^-^/j-1, so l.inj dimAjr A¿r=H-l.
Since AP = (A^)V, Rp = (Rp)v, and gl dim R^=n-\, the induction hypothesis gives l.inj dimAp Ap = gl dim Rp. Consequently, if S is any multiplicative subset of R, gl dim As = gl dim Rs.
Proof. The first statement follows from Corollary 3.3 and the fact that gl dim T = inj dimr T when gl dim T<oo. For the second statement, if T is an /¿-algebra and a left noetherian ring then gl dim rs = sup {gl dim rp | p e Spec R,p n S = 0}.
We conclude this section with a simple criterion for A and R to have the same global dimension when A is /¿-free. Proposition 3.5. Suppose R is regular local of dimension n and A is R-free. Then gl dim A = no every finitely generated R-free A-module is A-projective.
Proof. (=>) Let £be a finitely generated /¿-free A-module. Then codimB/i = codimB R=n so there is a regular Zs-sequence x1;..., x". By Lemma 1.9 we get pdA £/(x1;...,
x")Zi=fl + pdA E. But pdA Zs/(x1;..., x")Zi^gl dim A = n, so pdA E =0, i.e., E is A-projective. Let 0->£->Pn_1 -*■• ■ -^P0-> Af-»0 be exact with each P( a finitely generated A-projective module. Since A is/¿-free, so is P¡. ButpdB Mgn=gldim/¿, so E must be /¿-free. Therefore by hypothesis E is A-projective. Thus pdA M¿n. Hence gl dim A = w. But since A is /¿-free, a regular /¿-sequence xL,..., xn is also a regular A-sequence, and so pdA A/(xl5..., x")A=w. Therefore gl dim A=n. 4 . A theorem on global dimension. If (R, m) is regular local of dimension n and x e m -m2, it is a well-known fact that R is regular local of dimension n -1. In this section we show how the proof carries over to the noncommutative case. Here we shall assume that A is local, i.e., that A/N is a division ring. At the end of §6 we extend the theorem to quasi-local rings. (The "if" part of this theorem depends only on the fact that F is faithful on finitely generated F-modules, and is therefore true for any noetherian integrally closed local domain.) [4, Proposition. 3.5] . Any two maximal orders over R in the same simple algebra are isomorphic under an inner automorphism of the simple algebra.
In this section we examine the analogues of these theorems when F is regular local of dimension 2. But we begin in a more general setting.
Let F be an integrally closed noetherian domain with quotient field K. We denote by F the set of all height one primes p of R. S is a central simple F-algebra with [E : K] < oo. A and Y are F-orders in 2. If M is an F-module, M* = HomB (M, F).
"M=M**" will mean that M is F-reflexive, i.e., that the canonical map M -*■ M** is an isomorphism. We recall the notion of the conductor:
Definition. The right conductor of T in A, denoted by Ci(r), is {z e A | Tz<= A}. CA(r) is a right ideal in A and a left T-module. Since T ®B K = 2, we have re A ®B K. r is finitely generated as an Z¿-module, so there is an r ^0 in R such that IY<= A. In other words, CA(T) n Z¿^(0).
Proposition 5.3. If A is R-reflexive, so is C\(Y).
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 it suffices to show that Ci(r)= n (cA(r)®Bz¿p).
Clearly the left side is contained in the right side. Let y e f)p£P (CA(r) (g)B Rp). Ci(r) n Z¿^(0), t is a unit in S. We have r?cCA(r) = rA since Ci(r) is a left T-module. Therefore Y^tAt'1. Now if T is a maximal order, r = rAr_1.
Since a regular local ring is a unique factorization domain, the intersection of any two principal ideals is again principal. If R is regular local of dimension two and A is an Z¿-order it seems natural to inquire under what conditions A will inherit this property.
Proposition 5.5. Let R be regular local of dimension two and A an R-free Rorder in 2 with gl dim A=2. Then:
(1) The intersection of two A-projective left ideals is A-projective. (2) If A is quasi-local the intersection of two (principal) A-projective left ideals is principal.
Hence if E is a division ring and A is a quasi-local R-order with gl dim A = 2, the intersection of any two principal left ideals of A is principal.
Proof. (1) Suppose / and J are projective left ideals in A. Then / and / are both F-reflexive since A is. Using Lemma 5.1 it is easy to see that In J is F-reflexive, since for any prime p, (I c\J)p=Ip r\Jp. But since gl dim F=2, I nj must be F-free. Hence by Proposition 3.5 / n J is A-projective.
(2) This follows from the fact that if A is quasi-local and F-free, then every projective ideal is principal [4, Proposition 3.3] .
Finally, if S is a division ring, then a principal ideal in A is A-free, and a fortiori A-projective. Let F be a field whose characteristic is different from 2. We define a F-algebra S as follows: 2 = F[1, a, ß, aß] (i.e., {\,a,ß,aß} is a vector space basis of E over K) where /k=-aß, a2 = w, ß2 = v, w, veK-{0}. Furthermore, for any xe K, xa = ax, xß=ßx.
E is called a quaternion algebra over K. Since w and v are different from zero, S is a central simple F-algebra. For if vllz $ K, E is the crossed-product algebra formed from the cyclic extension K(vll2)/K, whose Galois group is generated by a, and the 2-cocycle / determined by /(a, a) = w. On the other hand, if v112 e K, then EäM2(F), the ring of 2x2 matrices over K, which is central simple over K. The F-algebra isomorphism is given by 
, E is either a division ring or M2(K).
Suppose w and v lie in F, a domain with quotient field K. Let A be the Fmodule generated by 1, a, ß, aß. Then A is free on these generators and is closed under multiplication since a2 and ß2 are in F. Thus A is an F-free F-order in E. A may or may not be maximal, depending on w, v, and F as we shall see. In summary, A is a maximal F-order in a division ring E. While gl dim A=2, A is not quasi-local. Its completion A is a nonmaximal F-order in a full matrix ring £ over K.
We shall now prove a theorem which will be used to establish our second example.
Theorem 5.7. Let (R, m) be regular local of dimension two. A is an R-order in S. Suppose gl dim A<oo, A is quasi-local, center of A/Rad A = R/m, Rjm is perfect, and rn^N2, where A = Rad A. Then A is separable over R.
Remark. The proof of this theorem depends upon the fact that if z e m -N2, then gl dim A/zA = gl dim A -1. This was proved in Theorem 4.2, assuming A local. The result will be extended to quasi-local rings in the next section, but using it here involves no circularity.
Proof. Since m^N2, m^mr\ N2^m2. Claim: There are infinitely many distinct prime ideals (z) in R with z em -N2.
For let xetn -N2. Then xem -m2 and since gldimF = 2 there is ayem -m2 such that m = (x, y), i.e., x and y form a minimal system of generators of m. For n^2, x+y" e m -N2<^m -m2, and so (x+yn) is prime. It is easily seen that these ideals are all distinct.
Denote by h(A/R) the homological different of A over F (see [5, p. 378 
]). h(A¡R)
(g>B F=A(£/F)^0 since £ is separable over K. Thus h(A/R) is a nonzero ideal of F, and since F is noetherian, only finitely many prime ideals (z) can contain h(A/R). Therefore there exists a prime ideal (z) such that zem -N2 and (z)zb/i(A/F). Thus mcf:JV2. A is local and center of A¡N=R¡m, which is perfect. Since A is not separable over R we conclude from Theorem 5.7 that gl dim A = oo.
Summarizing this example: The division ring 2 contains a maximal Z¿-order A which is local but has infinite global dimension.
Remark. injdimAA=2. F is Z¿-free, so X, F is a regular T-sequence. It follows from Theorem 2.10 that inj dimr/mr r/mr = 0. But Y¡mYxA¡mA. Thus inj dimA/3lA AjmA = 0 and using Theorem 2.10 again, since X, Fis a regular A-sequence, inj dimA A = 2.
6. Endomorphism rings and Morita duality. R is an integrally closed noetherian domain.
Lemma 6.1. Let Y be any R-algebra and let E and M be Y-modules (both left or both right) which are finitely generated as R-modules. Suppose M is R-reflexive.
Then Homr (E, M) is R-reflexive.
Proof. Let Fx -> F0 -> E -> 0 be exact with the F¡ finitely generated free Tmodules. Applying Homr ( -, M) we get an exact sequence of Z¿-modules Since F¡ is T-free, Homr (F¡, M) is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of the reflexive F-module M and is therefore F-reflexive. Now in [2, Lemma 2] several equivalent conditions are given for reflexivity of a finitely generated module over an integrally closed noetherian domain. Another condition can be added and proved equivalent to the others by a proof nearly identical to the proof in [2, Lemma 2] that "(d) => (e)". The condition on a module A is:
There exists an exact sequence 0 -> A -*> G0 -> G± with the t7¡ R-reflexive. Using this we see that Homr (F, M) is F-reflexive. For the rest of this section £ will denote a central simple F-algebra, where K is the quotient field of F. For the second statement, the fact that / n F^¿(0) implies that K ®B J= £ and so Endr (J) is an F-order in £. By Lemma 6.1 Endr (J) is F-reflexive since J is.
We now wish to strengthen [4, Theorem 3.11] , which gives three equivalent conditions for the uniqueness of the maximal Z¿-order A when R is a discrete valuation ring. (e) => (a) : Let 7 be a right ideal in A containing A. Then 7nZ¿=>An/¿=/n^ (0). Thus by our hypothesis 7 is two-sided. But since A is a maximal order over a discrete valuation ring, A is quasi-local, i.e., A is a maximal two-sided ideal. Thus 7= A or 7=A. Hence A is a maximal right ideal and so A is local.
Auslander and Goldman [4] have proved the following structure theorem :
[4, Theorem 3.6]. If A is a maximal order over a discrete valuation ring <S and E is an indecomposable A-module which is finitely generated and torsion-free over &, then Q. = EndA (E) is a maximal order in a division algebra and A = Endn (E). Conversely if Q is a maximal order and E is an Cl-module which is finitely generated and torsion-free over 0, then Endn (E) is a maximal order.
We now give a generalization of this to maximal orders over an arbitrary integrally closed noetherian domain R. Theorem 6.5. Suppose A is a maximal R-order in 2. (a) Let E be any finitely generated R-reflexive left A-module. Then T = EndA (E) is a maximal R-order in EndE (V), where V=E ®R K. Furthermore, A = Endr (E).
(b) E can be chosen so that EndE ( V) is a division algebra A. Thus A = Endr (E) for some maximal R-order Y in a division algebra A.
Proof, (a) T is Z¿-reflexive by Lemma 6.1. For any p eP Ep is Z¿p-free and Ap is maximal over Rp. The maximality of Yp over Rp now follows from [4, Theorem 3.6], stated above. Hence T is a maximal Z¿-order.
Since E is a left A-module it is also a left EndA (Zi)-module, i.e., a left T-module. The operations of A and Y commute on E and thus we get a ring homomorphism <p : A -> Endr (E) given by <p(X)(e) = Xe. <p ® 1^: A ®B K^-Endr (E) ®R K is the isomorphism in the Wedderburn Theorem. By means of this isomorphism we may regard Endr (E) as an Z¿-order For a closer investigation of the type of duality exhibited in Theorem 6.5 we need the Morita duality theory, a treatment of which can be found in [4, Appendix] . Here we shall give only a brief summary, without proofs, of those results we need.
Let T be any ring and F a left T-module. Let Q. = Endr (F), As was mentioned before, F is a left Q-module and there is a ring homomorphism <p: Y ->-Endfi (F). The trace ideal ofE in Y, denoted by rr(E), is the two-sided ideal in Y generated by {/(e)|/6Homr(F, Y), e e E}.
Theorem. Suppose rr(E) -Y. Then (a) E is a finitely generated projective Q-module; (b) T ü_^ Endn (F) is an isomorphism.
Proposition. If E is a finitely generated projective Y-module then tv(E)E=E and ra(E) = D.
Definition. If F is finitely generated T-projective and rr(E) = Y, then Y and Q are Morita equivalent.
Note that by the preceding theorem and proposition this relation is symmetric.
However, it is not reflexive, but "antireflexive". For Y is Morita-equivalent to Endr (Y), considering T as a left T-module. But since we stick to the usual convention for composing maps, whereby fog means "first apply g and then/", we find that Endr (r)=r°. We return now to maximal orders. Theorem 6.6. Let (R, m) be a regular local ring of dimension two. Let A be a quasi-local R-order in 2 such that gl dim A < co. Let 2 ' be any central simple Kalgebra Morita equivalent to 2. Let Q. be any maximal R-order in 2'. Then Q is Morita equivalent to some maximal R-order in 2. Consequently Q is quasi-local, gl dim D = 2, and all maximal R-orders in 2' are isomorphic.
Proof. A slight modification of the proof of Theorem 6.5(b) shows that if 2' is Morita equivalent to 2 and Q. is a maximal Z¿-order in 2', then there exists an Z¿-refíexive left D-module E such that Y = Endn (E) is a maximal Z¿-order in 2 and O = Endr (£"). By Theorem 5.4 gl dim A = 2, A is a maximal Z¿-order in 2, and all maximal Z¿-orders in 2 are isomorphic. So T~A and thus gl dim T = 2 and T is quasi-local. Since E is Z¿-reflexive and gldimZ¿=2, E is Z¿-free, so by Proposition 3.5 E is T-projective. Hence rr(E)E=E.
By Nakayama's Lemma, Tr(£) d: Rad Y. But rr(E) is a two-sided ideal of Y and Rad Y is the unique maximal two-sided ideal of Y. Thus rr(Zi) = r and so Y is Morita equivalent to Ü. Therefore gl dim 0=2 and Q is quasi-local. Using Theorem 5.4 once again, we have that all maximal Z¿-orders in 2' are isomorphic. Corollary 6.7. Let (R, m) be a complete regular local ring of dimension two. Let A be a central division algebra over K. Suppose 2 is Morita equivalent to A (i.e., 2 = EndA (V)). A maximal R-order A in 2 is quasi-local and has global dimension two if and only if there exists a maximal R-order Ü, in A which has global dimension two.
Proof. If T is any /¿-order in A, then by the completeness of R, any idempotent in T/Rad Y can be lifted to an idempotent in Y. However, the division ring A contains no proper idempotents. Hence T/Rad Y has no proper idempotents, and since it is semisimple, it must be a division ring. Thus any /¿-order in A is local. The result now follows from Theorem 6.6.
The next theorem about Morita equivalence of quasi-local and local rings will enable us to give a generalization of Theorem 4.2 with which we shall conclude this paper.
Theorem. 6.8. Let Y be a noetherian ring, 7= Rad Y, and assume that Y is complete with respect to the J-adic topology. If Y is quasi-local, then there is a local ring Q, Morita equivalent to Y, and Q/Rad D is the division ring equivalent to YjJ.
Proof. Let I be a simple left ideal in T/7.
Then I is generated by some idempotent f. Since Y is complete, £ can be lifted to an idempotent e in Y. Let E = Ye. Then E is T-projective. Let n: Y -> YfJ be the natural projection ir(e) -è and tt(E) = I. Clearly /e^Ker (tt\E). For the reverse
